Extended Learning
Student Ideas

Food Technology
Create a balanced three course meal for either a vegetarian, vegan or pescatarian. Try to make the
meal healthy and use all of the necessary food groups while being mindful of the requirements of
these diets.
By Isabelle

Languages
Create a guide to day to day phrases which you might need to use when on holiday abroad. Write
out the English version and the translation. Include pictures and tips to help you remember the
phrases.
By Sarah

Computing
Create an animated video of a short story. You could base your story fact or fiction.
By Adam

Geography
Use an OS map to create a route, walk around your route taking photos of the human and physical
features you see on the way which are marked on the map. Present your work as an annotated map
with photos and notes to show what the route was like.
By Jojo
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Technology
Embroider your own bookmark, take a photo and explain why you designed it in this way and how
you made it.
By Rebecca

Computer Science
Name the parts for your dream PC and write down the cost for each part. Write a series of
instructions to explain how you would make it. Raise the challenge and see if you can explain what
each of the parts does.
By Ismael

Art
Make a piece of art with nature and objects you find outside.
By Amelia

All Subjects
Create revision cards of the work you have done during the last half term. Decorate the cards with
images and use colour to help you remember the key points.
By Bibi
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Tutor Time
Donate unwanted clothes to your local charity. Take photos of the clothes you are going to give
away, state which charity you have chosen to donate your clothes to and explain the work which the
charity does.
By Oskar

Design a poster to show what it means to be a First Class Putteridge student.
By Sukaina
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